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The objective of the thesis work was to explore opportunities provided by emerging digital technologies, such as robotic process automation and machine learning and apply these technologies for enhancing the efficiency of company’s business process. Developed automation was embedded into existing process of handling incoming customer issue tickets. It allowed a significant increase in the tickets’ processing speed and will relieve human workforce from repetitive, low value-added tasks.

Process automation was combined with machine learning in order to introduce decision making capabilities for the robotics workflow. Historical data from issue tickets was used to train supervised machine learning algorithm for prediction, based on textual content. This method indicated whether a ticket belongs to the particular group. Several classification algorithms were evaluated by accuracy performance with different representations of textual data. Superior performance results were achieved by using linear support vector machines and logistic regression which were trained on the data. Finally, the results were transformed into binary vector representation with n-gram range from 1 to 3.

Implemented automation identifies correct support group with 75% accuracy and 76% precision, which allowed taking under RPA coverage 16% of English subset of processed tickets. At the time of writing this study, the automation was evaluated in test environment and considered for further extensions and accuracy improvements.

RPA powered by machine learning enables to overcome the limitations of plain rule-based robotics automation. Also, it provides potential for developing sophisticated, intelligent automations, capable of handling a higher range of business processes.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>Amazon Web Service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPM</td>
<td>Business Process Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRM</td>
<td>Customer Relationship Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE</td>
<td>Full-time Equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>Inverse Document Frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITSM</td>
<td>Issue Tracking System Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSI</td>
<td>Latent Semantic Indexing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>Robotic Process Automation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REST</td>
<td>Representational State Transfer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>Term Frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF/IDF</td>
<td>Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

The modern trend of software automation in business is driving a fundamental change in the approach companies and employees interact with their customers and each other. Computing power and data access have released the opportunity to consider a new reality where traditional organizational structures are complemented by a robotic workforce.

Intelligent automation systems can detect and produce extensive amount of information and automate entire workflows or processes, learning and adapting themselves. Applications are varied from data collection, analysis and decision making to guiding autonomous vehicles and advanced robots.

Until recently, most of the robotics applications were used in the primary sector, automating and replacing the human component from the production chain. Today, tertiary business sectors have already started to apply new technologies and the robotic paradigm in order to automate their processes and remove humans from low value-added activities. This form of digital transformation is already helping companies transcend conventional performance trade-offs to achieve remarkable levels of efficiency and quality, and showing a significant return on investment.

The research is implemented for the case company Basware Oy, which provides enterprise software for managing financial processes. The objective of the topic is to explore and analyze how robotics and machine learning could be used to improve the customer ticket processing and implement the proposed solution based on theory and business requirements.

The thesis contains 6 sections. Following the Introduction, Section 2 presents the relevant theory behind the topic. Section 3 contains the analysis of the actual state in the case company, regarding the selected subject. Section 4 explains which technologies and methods were used to achieve the objective. Section 5 focuses on implementation of the solution, while Section 6 summarizes thesis results and presents recommendations for further development.
2 Theoretical background

Current section focuses on the theory behind RPA and machine learning concepts. First, it provides the overview of RPA, its features, use cases and benefits. Then, the process of RPA implementation and its challenges are described. Machine learning techniques, data preprocessing methods and text classification approaches are explained in the latter subsections.

2.1 RPA background

According to the Institute for Robotic Process Automation (IRPA) RPA is the application of technology that allows employees in a company to configure computer software or a “robot” to capture and interpret existing applications for processing a transaction, manipulating data, triggering responses, and communicating with other digital systems (Institute for Robotic Process Automation, 2015). In other words, RPA is the technological imitation of a human worker whose goal is to deal with structured tasks in a fast and cost-efficient manner. It is implemented with a software robot, which mimics human behavior, while interacting with different software via front-end. (Asatiani and Esko, 2016)

Three main characteristics of RPA allow distinguishing it from alternative automation approaches such as Business Process Management (BPM), scripting and screen scraping. First of all, RPA can be configured effortlessly, without requirement for high level programming skills. User can implement complex workflows by simply dragging, dropping and linking icons that represents steps in a process. This distinguishes RPA from BPM, systematic approach for enhancing efficiency of organization’s workflow, which requires knowledge of programing skills.

The second distinctive characteristic is that robotics technology performs on top of existing systems, without the need of developing or replacing expensive platforms. By operating with other systems through presentation layer, software robots do not communicate with system’s Application Programming Interface (API) and do not require any change in underlaying programming logic. On the other hand, BPM solutions require creation of new applications, access to business logic and data layers in the IT architecture stack.
The last feature, describes RPA as a robust platform that is designed to meet enterprise IT requirements for security, scalability, auditability and change management. RPA robots are deployed, scheduled and monitored on centralized, interconnected IT supported infrastructure to ensure transactional integrity, compliance with enterprise security models and continuity of service in line with the enterprise’ business continuity plans. In comparison, scripting and screen scraping methods, used to capture keystrokes and mouse clicks and deployed locally on the desktops, could not provide such reliability. Screen scrapes are able to understand specific positions of the fields on the screen what makes them unusable if the fields were moved to another place and screen scraper has not been reconfigured. (Lacity and Willcocks, 2016)

Attended vs unattended automation

Two different approaches for automating business processes can be defined: semi-automation and fully automation. Semi-automation, also called attended automation, relies on interaction with a human operator to complete end-to-end task efficiently. Attended automation solutions are located at an operator’s workstation and are triggered by specific events, actions or commands an employee undertakes within a specific workflow. Such kind of automation is required to be agile and user-friendly in order to provide employee opportunity to navigate between different interfaces and screens. (Ostdick Nick, 2017) For example, customer service desks in any financial institution have service agents navigating through multiple systems to view customers’ data while interacting with them. Software robots can be used to help with collection of information from multiple source systems to support employees servicing client calls.

The other type is fully or, so called, unattended automation, which relies on principle of absence of human intervention. Automation robots trigger actions by themselves and work is executed continuously, without human intervention. That allows automation software to carry out actions on a 24/7/365 basis. This type of automation is generally used in the scenarios where massive amounts of information are being gathered, sorted, analyzed and distributed among stakeholders in an organization. For example, unattended RPA solution can perfectly serve business transactions in a health insurance company, which has a large amount of claims processing, invoices, and other documentation tasks. Events and actions within a workflow can be engaged by the automation robots themselves, which in turn promotes a more streamlined documentation and data management process. (Venkatesha and Kasmera, 2017)
In addition, unattended automation has an advantage over attended one, which resides on specific workstations and limits the access to the operator, currently engaging in a certain workflow in a specific workstation. On the other side, back-office automation allows remote access via a number of interfaces or platforms. Administrators can monitor, analyze, deploy and schedule automation processes, reporting and auditing business transactions in real-time within a centralized platform. This means employees have a greater capacity for collaboration and communication within an automation platform, which can help break down functional and communication silos in a cross-organizational manner. (Ostdick Nick, 2017)

RPA use cases

In order to determine, whether the business process is suitable for RPA, the following characteristics should be identified:

- Frequently performed tasks, which may include high volume of sub-tasks.
- Usage of multiple systems with a stable environment.
- Low complexity without subjective judgmental or creative thinking.
- Processes which can be detached into more simple, straightforward, rule-based steps.
- Tasks are prone to human mistakes. (Asatiani and Esko, 2016)

According to the mentioned above characteristics, wide range of industries can find benefits from utilizing RPA: legal, healthcare, insurance, utility companies, finance and banking. The following cases are some of the opportunities in the financial services industry:

- Setting up customer data – manual activity where operator invoke uploaded customer’s documents and enters customer data into customer relationship management (CRM) system. RPA can be used for identification and entering customer information into CRM.
- Validation of existing customer information. RPA can perform this activity by accessing databases, extracting data from documents, collecting information from social media, merging data from different sources and filling in the forms.
- Customer information gathering. RPA can be used to gather, input and process structured and unstructured data.

- Customer servicing. RPA can help financial institutions to improve customer experience, increase operational speed and accuracy, navigate through huge amount of data, identify patterns, improve learning and accelerate decision making. (Venkatesha and Kasmera, 2017)

These are just few examples of possible opportunities where RPA can be applied. The figure 1 illustrates the dashboard with possible use cases for RPA utilization and related benefits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunity for RPA</th>
<th>Use case</th>
<th>Related benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhanced accuracy and quality</td>
<td>Improved speed of operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validating existing customer information</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation gathering</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer information gathering</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiling customer information</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer screening</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer servicing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory monitoring and data collection</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessments</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account closure processing</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Benefits of RPA across different use cases. (Venkatesha and Kasmera, 2017)

The figure above shows that various numbers of benefits can be achieved with integration of RPA into business processes. In order to obtain a better understanding of the impact of RPA, its advantages should be described in more details.
Benefits of RPA

As it was already mentioned, process automation applies specific technologies to automate routine, standardized tasks in support of an enterprise’s knowledge workers. By freeing human employees from these day-to-day tasks to apply themselves to core business objectives, automation offers a number of irresistible benefits to the workplace.

Promoters of RPA frequently present it as a replacement for outsourcing. Routine, non-core processes, such as invoice processing, bookkeeping of data entry require many FTEs (full-time equivalent) resources. Organizations often try to outsource these routines to low-cost destinations, such as India. Although outsourcing helps to reduce employee costs and concentrate on core operations, many challenges to outsourcing take place, such as hidden cost of management, communication problems, and complex service level agreements. RPA guarantees not only to reduce costs (robots can work 24/7 without being paid), but also eliminate the problems with management and miscommunication. A typical software robot can cost an equivalent of 0.1 to 0.19 of an in-house FTE, and 0.33 to 0.5 of an offshore FTE. (Prangnell and Wright, 2015; Slaby, 2012)

RPA requires fully tracked and documented steps of the business processes, which makes company more compliant with industry and audit regulations. In addition, robots produce data, during tasks execution, which can be further analyzed. This provides better decision making in the field where processes are automated. Organizations are able to identify gaps where processes can be more optimized to increase efficiency. (Institute for Robotic Process Automation, 2015)

As it was mentioned earlier, existing IT systems are not needed to be changed in order to integrate RPA, as it mimics human behavior. Robots, which operate within user interface, provide considerable advantage compared with automation achieved through back-end integration, which requires serious changes of the exacting systems. (The Hackett Group, 2017)

One more potential benefit of RPA is not only moving people to more productive job, but in the long run it can create new jobs in robot management, consulting and data analysis.
2.2 RPA implementation roadmap

In most cases, after introducing a successful RPA pilot, organizations have difficulties finding the right path for a successful, sustainable roll out of an automation program. Without having knowledge how to move forward, which resources to mobilize, what kind of benefits expect and what mistakes to avoid or best practices to implement, companies face some sort of “chasm”. In order to bypass such kind of chasm and have some light on the issues they are encountered with, organization should have a clear understanding of the steps involved into full roll-out of RPA and be aware of most common pitfalls during this process. (Moayed, 2017)

Looking specifically at the automation process, the following seven steps can be distinguished:

- **Process identification and prioritization.** This step includes applying a methodology, which allows assessing the process for its RPA compatibility.
- **Detailed process assessment.** The second step involves examination of a process in more detail to see if the potential and complexity assessed during the first step still hold and what percent of this process can be actually automated.
- **Process redesign.** Commonly, when time to automation comes, it can be discovered that the processes are not standardized, optimized, documented or followed as they though. During this phase it is recommended to take an opportunity to optimize the process before proceeding to automation.
- **Defining detailed user stories and business requirements.** This is a crucial phase, which consists of description of the process in its most detailed steps and understanding as much as possible all the potential exceptions in order to develop robust RPA workflows that will be directed to RPA developers.
- **Development.** Based on previous step, actual RPA workflows are programmed and the process is automated.
- **User acceptance testing.** During this phase, the automated process is tested to observe its behavior and to repair potential bugs and catch possible exceptions that might be missed during previous steps.
- **Hypercare.** The recommendation is to monitor the process for the period of two weeks by the person who has developed the automation in order to correct any remaining issues that may appear until a high level of reliability is achieved. (Moayed, 2017)

In addition to the mentioned RPA implementation procedure, organizations need to have a higher level plan of RPA roll-out which should include several key dimensions.

First of all, organizations, especially large international companies, should take into consideration the scope of the RPA roll-out. Companies should decide which functions should be included, how many entities and which locations should be included into the program. Some of the function can be partly centralized in a shared service and partly processed at the individual company level. Organization can have several RPA programs in each region or one global program. It is recommended that organizations start with back office functions, including both shared and local service and have global RPA program. It will allow achieving the most potential from RPA program and avoid miscommunication between different RPA initiatives. (Capgemini, Zamkow, 2017)

The second question which should be considered is a sourcing model. Depending on the dimensions determined by the scope organizations should decide how much of automation they wish to build by their own and how much external support they would need. It is strongly recommended that even with the large scope of automation to be done and involving professional firms, companies should have some internal skills to better leverage the outside help. At a minimum, organizations should have their process owners become RPA proficient, so that they can understand by themselves what should or should not be automated. (Accenture, 2016)

Another dimension of RPA program is the business case, which will be impacted by the scope, ambition, speed, and the sourcing option. While business case is necessary, it is important to have several key parameters, cultivated as the automation progress. If the business case relies on increased productivity by repurposing or reducing FTEs, two parameters have the most importance: number of FTEs detached per process automation and number of robots used per automated process. The more processes being automated, the easier optimal assignment of robots to different tasks at different times which improves the ratio robot to automated process. (Capgemini, Zamkow, 2017)
The final part of the RPA plan is an operating model. The operating model functions can be divided into three categories:

- Continuous process automation development and change management which consists of continuing to develop new RPA solutions as well as supporting modifications required in already implemented processes.
- Operational support, which provides 24/7 monitoring and troubleshooting of robots, capacity management of optimal usage of robots across processes, performance management, collaboration with IT and security departments.
- Technical support, which consists of troubleshooting any technical issue that may arise and first and second level technical support.

Any of the three main functions can be both entirely in-sourced to entirely out-sourced. The input for the assessment of process to be automated can either be fully centralized according to the determined methodology relevant to an entire organization or partly decentralized and performed by trained RPA specialists involved in the most important divisions or departments. However, it is recommended that the prioritization itself be centralized. (Moayed, 2017)

Common mistakes

Often the best practical form of guidance consists of clearly stating pitfalls that might wreck endeavor and provide some solutions to avoid them. The following list of common mistakes has proved to be the main cause of failed or difficult RPA roll-outs. Recognizing them at the beginning and avoiding them might help organizations increase their chances of a successful and large RPA roll-out. (Moayed, 2017)

The first common mistake is considering RPA only as an IT topic. Compared to traditional IT solutions RPA with its user-friendly interface is relatively easy to develop. It shifts the balance of required knowledge more into the process understanding rather than IT. This allows business people to be able to create necessary automation relatively quickly. From the other side, the agile approach of RPA development makes IT professionals uncomfortable, as they compare the ease of such kind of technology with their hard-earned technical skills. That means, organizations should not expect IT professionals to be the pushing force for the RPA roll out.
However, totally forgetting about IT could be the other side of the common pitfalls. Practically to deploy RPA there is a need for close interactions with the IT department. From the more mundane but crucial issues of RPA infrastructure set-up and access rights for robots, to more important issues such as future application roll-outs, changes and decommissioning, all of which can affect the performance of robots. While RPA is business driven, it most certainly needs to be IT governed. (Accenture, 2016)

The other danger for successful RPA implementation can come from the people who request to automate the least suitable process for RPA. Selecting the wrong process for automation and not prioritizing them methodically runs the risk of low potential process automation. It is recommended to have an accurate methodology for examining processes according their potential for productivity gain as well as their complexity and complementarity. (Capgemini, Zamkow, 2017)

The desire to automate too much of a process is also one of the common pitfalls. An attempt to cover all possible exceptions of the process may lead to complex, time-consuming workflows, which are hard to develop and maintain. It is recommended to have some steps where there will still be some human intervention.

The last typical mistake is using inappropriate delivery methodology. While traditional software delivery methods require detailed documentation and business requirements, using such kind of methodology for RPA is considered as over-engineered. It means that only relevant details which contribute to implementation quality assurance or crucial for support and maintenance should be documented. Agile delivery methodology needs to be adopted to allow developing process automation in a three to five-week cycles depending on complexity. (Moayed, 2017)

2.3 Machine learning overview

While RPA provides fast, non-intrusive way of automation, it has its limitations. As it was previously discussed, process being automated need to be well-defined according to standard operating procedures which have clear rules and parameters for decision-making. However, some of the processes require applying human judgement and expert knowledge. In such case, RPA cannot be effectively used for process automation. The example for this situation can be the problem of ticket routing described in Current
Applying RPA in combination with machine learning helps to overcome RPA’s limitations and enhance its capabilities.

Machine learning is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) concerned with algorithms that allow computers to learn. By learning in this context, it means that algorithms are able to infer information about the properties of the input data and make predictions about new data which algorithms have not seen before. The capability to learn is possible because almost all data contains patterns which can be generalized by machines. The important aspects of the data are determined during the process of training machine learning model. (Segaran, 2007: 4)

Machine learning can be applied for practical problem domains in three different ways: supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning. The purpose of supervised learning is to build the model, which is trained from labeled data that allows to predictions for unseen data. Unsupervised learning deals with unlabeled data and explores the structure of data to extract meaningful information without the guidance of a known outcome variable. The goal of reinforcement learning is to create a system (agent), which improves its performance based on interactions with the environment. The learning process includes so-called reward signal which is given based on measurement how well the action was performed. (Sebastian, 2015: 3-7)

There are thousands of machine learning algorithms available. In order to not get lost in this huge space, it is important to understand the main components of any algorithm. These components are:

- **Representation.** Choosing a representation of a learner is tantamount to choosing the set of classifiers that it can possibly learn. This set is called hypothesis space.
- **Evaluation.** An evaluation function or scoring function is used to distinguish which algorithm is more suitable for the specified problem.
- **Optimization.** The optimization technique is needed to search among the algorithms for the highest-scoring one. (Domingos, 2012)

Supervised learning

As was earlier mentioned supervised learning algorithms are suitable for the problems where both inputs and outputs can be perceived. Based on training data, the algorithm
generalizes the function to be able to correctly map all possible inputs to its labels. As a result, the algorithm is expected to generate correct outputs for the inputs it has not seen before. Supervised learning can be divided into two subcategories: classification and regression. Classification tasks deals with discrete class labels, such as email spam filtering. The outcome of the regression is a continuous value, such as predicted price for the house. (Talwar and Yogesh, 2013)

The mechanism of solving supervised machine learning problem is illustrated on the figure 2.

![Supervised Learning Model](image)

Figure 2. Working mechanism of supervised machine learning. (Talwar and Yogesh, 2013)

The steps shown on the diagram can be described in the following way:

- Determine the type of training examples.
- Gather a training set
- Determine the input feature representation of learned function.
- Determine the structure of learning function and corresponding learning algorithm.
- Complete the design and train the machine learning model on the gathered dataset.
- Evaluate the accuracy and the performance of the built function both on train and test datasets.
Two of the most common machine learning problems are overfitting and underfitting. Overfitting occurs when the model performs well on the training dataset but does not generalize well on the new data. In case of underfitting, the model does not perform well on both training and testing datasets. This means, the model is not complex enough to capture the pattern in the dataset. The most popular method to combat overfitting is adding regularization term to the evaluation function. This term can penalize classifiers with more structure, thereby favoring smaller ones with less room to overfit. (Sebastian, 2015: 65-66)

The most widely used supervised machine learning algorithms are support vector machines (SVM), Naïve Bayes, decision trees, random forest, logistic regression, K-nearest neighbors. They will be discussed in more details in the next subsection. Besides already mentioned algorithms, artificial neural networks and deep learning models are also used in supervised machine learning tasks. However, such kind of models requires relatively large amount of data, more experience and time to deal with a wide range of tuning parameters.

2.4 Text classification

Text classification is associated with the assignment of a text document to a predefined set of categories, using a machine learning technique. Text classification finds its application in content management, contextual search, spam filtering, opinion mining, email sorting, sentiment analysis, etc. The classification implementation is commonly based on the basis of significant words features that are extracted from the text document. This kind of task belongs to the supervised machine learning branch, as it uses already labeled set of classes. The communication and documentation in organizations is mostly maintained in a form of textual electronic documents and e-mails. Because of information overload, efficient text categorization and retrieval of related content has achieved significant importance. (Mita and Mukesh, 2011)

The figure 3 shows the main flow of text classification process. It includes 6 main steps: document collection, text preprocessing, feature extraction and feature transformation, choosing the machine learning algorithm, its training, testing and performance measurement.
The first step of text categorization includes gathering needed amount of documents. They can be represented in different format such as html, .pdf, .doc, .xlsx, web content etc.

A document is a sequence of words, which means that each document can be represented as an array of words. The set of all the words in a training set is called vocabulary or feature set. (Ikonomakis et al. 2005) One of the main characteristics of text classification problem is the high dimensionality of the feature space. The number of unique terms in the feature space can reach thousands of words. This increases the complexity of machine learning algorithms used for classification and reduces the accuracy because of redundant or irrelevant terms in the feature space. (Foram and Vibha, 2016)

Data preprocessing phase allows significantly reduce the size of the input text documents. The goal of preprocessing is to represent each document as a feature vector. This step plays a significant role in determining the quality of the next stage. It is important to select words that carry the meaning and eliminate words that do not contribute to the documents’ distinguishing. Text preprocessing incules tokenization, specific stop-word elimination, stemming and indexing. (Mita and Mukesh, 2011)

Tokenization is the process of substituting a sensitive data element with a non-sensitive equivalent, named token, which has no external or usable meaning or value. A document is considered as a string and then splitted into a list of tokens. (Upendra and Saqib, 2015) Not all of the words presented in a document are useful for training the algorithm. Such kind of words as auxiliary verbs, conjunctions and articles are called stopwords. These words are frequent words that carry no information and
appears in most of the documents (‘the’, ‘of’, ‘and’, ‘to’, etc.) should be removed from the documents during the preprocessing step. (Ikonomakis et al. 2005)

One more common pre-processing technique which is used to reduce the size of the initial feature set is called stemming. Stemming transforms words to their stem/root which incorporates a great deal of language-dependent linguistic knowledge. Stemming is based on hypothesis that words with the same stem or root explain the same or relatively close concept in text. For example, the words “train”, “training”, “trainer” and “trains” can be replaced with “train”. One of the most popular algorithms used for stemming English words is Porter’s stemmer algorithm. Application of this algorithm allows reducing the vocabulary of the training dataset by approximately one-third of its original size. (Mita and Mukesh, 2011)

Document indexing is also one of the pre-processing steps which is used to reduce the complexity of the documents and make them easier to manage. Documents should be transformed from the full text version to a document vector. One of the commonly used representations is a bag-of-words representation. Bag-of-words model represents text as a numerical feature vector. Feature vector is constructed from each document that contains the counts of the words from the vocabulary of how often they occurs in the particular document. The unique words in each document represent only a small subset of words in the entire bag-of-word vocabulary. Because of this, the feature vector is called sparse, as it will consist of mostly zeros. (Sebastian, 2015: 236) This implies the drawback of such kind of representation: high dimensionality of the representation, loss of correlation with adjacent words and loss of semantic relationship that exists among the terms in the document. To overcome these problems feature selection and feature reduction techniques are used. (Vandana and C Namrata, 2012)

Word embedding is another text representation technique, widely used in deep learning models, such as recurrent neural networks. Word embedding produces one vector per word and uses a dense distributed representation for each word. The representation is learned based on the usage of words, which provides similar representation for similar words, compared to bag-of-words representation where each word has its own vector, regardless their usage. Although word embedding methods allows obtaining word-context relations for disambiguating document classes, it also requires huge amount of training data and can be computationally slow. (Jason Brownlee, 2017)
Feature selection is a process of selecting the subset from the original feature set on the basis of importance of features. The goal of this step is to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset, which leads to improvement of scalability, efficiency and accuracy of a text classifier. Feature selection methods utilize an evaluation function which is applied to a single word. Scoring of individual words is performed by using some of the measures, such as document frequency, term frequency, mutual information, information gain, odds ration, Chi-square, Gini index, expected cross entropy. The common aspect for all of these feature-scoring methods is that they conclude by ranking the features by their independently determined scores and then select the top scoring features. (Ikonomakis et al. 2005; Vandana and C Namrata, 2012)

One of the most popular and powerful techniques is term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF/IDF). Since different terms have different level of importance in a document, the term weight is associated with every feature as a valuable indicator. Two main factors affect the importance of a term in a text: term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF). TF is a weight of each word in a document which depends on the distribution of each word in a document. It indicates the importance of the word in the text. IDF of each term in the documents’ collection is a weight which depends on the distribution of each word in the documents’ collection. It indicates the importance of each term in the entire collection. TF/IDF utilizes both TF and IDF to determine the weight of a term. (Pritam et al. 2013)

Mathematically TF/IDF can be defined as the product of the TF and IDF:

\[
TF/IDF(t,d) = TF(t,d) \times IDF(t,d)
\]  

(1)

*TF*(t,d) in the equation (1) means the number of times a term *t* occurs in a document *d*. *IDF*(t,d) inverse document frequency which is calculated according to the formula below:

\[
IDF(t,d) = \log \frac{n_d}{1 + DF(d,t)}
\]  

(2)

*DF*(d,t) in the equation (2) represents the number of documents *d* that contains the term *t* and *n*$_d$ is the total number of documents. The result of TF/IDF is a vector with various terms along with the term weight. (Sebastian, 2015: 238)
Feature transformation is another technique that is used to reduce the feature set size. It can be defined as a process of extracting a set of new features which were generated during the feature selection phase. The most common feature transformation methods are principal component analysis (PCA) and latent semantic indexing (LSI). (Foram and Vibha, 2016)

LSI technique is based on projection of the documents with latent semantic dimensions. The latent semantic space has fewer dimensions than the original space. LSI relays on the application of singular value decomposition to a matrix. (Pritam et al. 2013)

The goal of PCA method is to learn discriminative transformation matrix in order to decrease the initial feature space into a lower dimensional feature space to reduce the complexity of the classification function without affecting the accuracy level. The transform is derived from the eigenvectors corresponding. The covariance matrix of data in PCA corresponds to the document term matrix multiplied by its transpose. Entries in the covariance matrix represent co-occurring terms in the documents. Eigenvectors of this matrix corresponding to the dominant eigenvalues are now directions related to dominant combinations can be called “topics” or “semantic concepts”. A transform matrix constructed from these eigenvectors projects a document onto these “latent semantic concepts”, and the new low dimensional representation consists of the magnitudes of these projections. The eigenanalysis can be computed efficiently by a sparse variant of singular value decomposition of the document-term matrix. (Ikonomakis et al. 2005)

It is very important in PCA to determine the number of principal components. This number should be chosen among other principal components to represent data in the best way. Different types of criteria are used in order to determine the optimal number of principal components, such as broken-stick model, cross-validation, Velicier’s partial correlation procedure, Kaiser’s criterion, Barlett’s test for equality of eigen-values, Cattell’s screen-test and cumulative percentage of variance. (Foram and Vibha, 2016)

The next phase after feature selection and transformation is a selection of machine learning algorithm and its training. Many machine learning algorithms has been proposed for text classification task, which are differ in the approach: decision trees, Naïve Bayes, neural networks, support vector machines and many others. However, text classification still remains an important area of research as the effectiveness of current
classification algorithms is not faultless and needs improvement. (Ikonomakis et al. 2005)

The Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem with strong and naïve independence assumption. This is one of the most basic text classifiers, widely used in email spam detection, email filtering, language detection and sentiment analysis. Naïve Bayes is computationally efficient and it does not require a huge amount of training data. The assumption of conditional independence is breached by real-world data with highly correlated features thereby degrading its performance. (Upendra and Saqib, 2015)

Unlike Naïve Bayes, decision trees do not assume independence among its features. The relationship between the attribute in a decision tree is sorted as links. Classes are going to be rejected until the right class is reached. The purpose of a decision tree is to split the feature space into two different parts according to the specific threshold. A class is assigned with a feature vector along with a path of a decision tree. Decision trees are suitable when there is relatively less number of attributes to consider, as it becomes difficult to manage for large number of features. (Foram and Vibha, 2016; Mita and Mukesh, 2011)

SVM algorithm requires both positive and negative training data. These data is needed for the algorithm to search for the decision surface that best separates the positive and negative data in the n-dimensional space, called hyper plane. The document representatives which are closest to the decision surface are called the support vector. Compared to other classifiers SVM achieves outstanding effectiveness and performance accuracy and are capable to solve multi-label class classification. (Vandana and C Namrata, 2012)

Artificial neural networks can be a suitable approach to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs in order to find patterns in data. Neural network classifier consists of network of units, where the input represents terms and output represents the category. Each term is assigned with the weight and the activation of these units is propagated forward through the network and the value that the output unit takes up as a consequence determines the categorization decision. (Upendra and Saqib, 2015)
The last step of text classification process is testing the model and measuring performance. There are plenty of methods to measure the effectiveness, but precision, recall and accuracy are most often used. To determine these metrics, one must understand if the document was true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) or false negative (FN).

- **TP** – document was correctly classified as relating to a category.
- **TN** – document was correctly classified as not relating to a particular category.
- **FP** – document was assigned to the category which it is not related.
- **FN** – document was not assigned to the category but should be.

Precision ($\pi_i$) is a conditional probability that random document $d$ is classified to the category $c_i$. It shows the ability of classifier to assign document under correct category opposed to all documents placed under that category, both correct and incorrect. Formula (3) shows the mathematical representation of precision.

$$\pi_i = \frac{TP_i}{TP_i + FP_i} \quad (3)$$

Recall is a probability that, if a random document $d$, should be classified under category $c_i$, this decision is chosen. This metrics is calculated according the formula (4) below:

$$\rho_i = \frac{TP_i}{TP_i + FN_i} \quad (4)$$

Accuracy is one of the most common metrics to measure the efficiency of categorization technique. It represents the ration between the numbers of correct predictions (TP+TN) with the total number predictions. Accuracy values are much less reluctant to variations in the number of correct decisions than precision and recall. (Ikonomakis et al. 2005)
3 Current state analysis

This chapter explains the existing customer support system at the case company, its weaknesses and currently ongoing improvements, and highlights the areas for further enhancement.

Hundreds of tickets are passed through the Basware Issue Tracking System Management (ITSM) daily. When customers report a problem, a corresponding ticket is created in the system and serves as a token in the problem management process. Depending on the nature and complexity of the problem, tickets must be routed to the appropriate expert group, which will be handling the problem resolution process. The goal of the whole process is to resolve the ticket as quickly as possible in order to satisfy customer needs and minimize the caused disruptions.

Ticket routing plays a critical role in IT problem management. Currently, tickets are generally routed based on human decisions. Every time, experts must go through the problem description and assign the ticket to the correct group. A number of time, tickets could be mistakenly assigned to the inappropriate group, which leads to the increase of processing steps. The resolution would take longer time and could probably cause customer dissatisfaction. Figure 4 shows the schematic representation of the ticket routing flow.

![Diagram of ticket routing](image)

Figure 4. Customer issue ticket routing example.
As illustrated in figure 4, customer ticket is processed in ITSM system through two levels of hierarchy, where each first level line can have multiple subgroups underneath. Addressing the issue tickets to the right expert in the support team is a crucial step which affects better resource allocation and improved end user satisfaction.

In addition to tickets routing, the support team also handles number of supplementary tasks, such as adding the language code to the ticket, resolving outdated, unresponsive tickets and other tasks. All of these duties fall into the category of repeated, routine and error prone tasks, which means that automation could be an applicable in existing system.

RPA has already passed the phase “proof of concept” at the case company. Implemented automation performs language detection of tickets and assigns the corresponding language code to them. It helped to save hours of work time, weekly, and allowed employees re-direct their attention to the more meaningful tasks.

In order to further improve the existing customer support system, the automation for tickets routing is proposed for the development. Concerning the limitations of plain RPA, it should be used in symbiosis with machine learning algorithms. It would make automation intelligent and allow decision making, based on the textual content of the customer ticket.
4 Technologies and methods

This section presents the technologies that have been used during the implementation phase and describes the workflow process of the project.

4.1 Project workflow

The project implementation can be divided into five main stages: analysis, design, implementation and testing. The goal of analysis phase was to form a clear understanding of all details of the existing process and discover the opportunities for further improvements. During this step the documentation regarding the observed process was investigated and the interviews with subject-matter experts were conducted. As a result of analysis, generated idea of a solution was taken into design phase, whose purpose was to build tangible representation of the proposed system. The design plan presented the parts of the solution system, their interactions and place of integration into existing process.

The implementation phase was divided into four main sub-steps, illustrated on the figure 5.

![Figure 1. Implementation steps](image)

First of all, it was decided what kind of data is required, its format and volume. After obtaining requested dataset, it had to be analyzed and preprocessed in order to give strong signals during the algorithm training. On the second step, multiple algorithms were trained with different parameter sets and evaluated along different metrics. The result of this step was a trained supervised machine learning model that was used for text classification.

RPA implementation included designing and building robotics workflow, handling possible failures and exceptions. During the integration step all implemented parts of the system were deployed in test environment and the interactions between them were
established. The final testing phase of the workflow involved gathering the required information of the deployed process in order to evaluate its robustness and performance. The results of the testing stage are supposed to be presented to the stakeholders for the further decision regarding production deployment.

4.2 Tools

From technology point of view, the current project can be divided into two parts: robotics and machine learning. Each of these parts has its own set of tools used during implementation.

Robotics platform

Many RPA platforms are currently presented on the IT market, such as Blue Prism, Automation Anywhere, UiPath, Kofax and others. Each of these platforms has its features, advantages and drawbacks. UiPath platform was chosen for this project. The choice of the platform was based on availability of online materials, ease of learning, simplicity of obtaining licensee agreement and pricing.

UiPath platform presents its product with three main components: UiPath Studio, Orchestrator and Robot. Studio is a workflow designer tool used for modeling the automation of the process by drag and drop activities, which are desired to be performed. When the actual workflow is built, it should be executed by software, which is in UiPath environment called Robot. The Robot can execute workflow based on attended or unattended automation types. In case of unattended automation, the Robot can be interpreted as a digital employee, where the workflow generated from Studio is a set of rules according to which Robot is working.

The Orchestrator is a scalable server platform which allows deploying thousands of robots. It serves as a centralize platform where robots can be scheduled, monitored and audited. In addition it provides API for integration with third party applications.
Machine learning tools

For handling data preprocessing tasks and machine learning training, Python 3.6 programming language were used in combination with its open source libraries:

- Pandas – powerful data analysis toolkit.
- Natural language toolkit (NLTK).
- Scikit-learn – machine learning library.
- Tornado – Python web framework.

Amazon web service (AWS) platform was used for deploying web server with machine learning model. All the data gathered during the automation testing were gathered and analyzed by Splunk, software platform for searching, analyzing and visualizing machine generated data.
5 Proposed solution

The current section describes implementation process of the proposed automation. It starts with design overview, data analysis and processing, continues with the selection of machine learning algorithm and modeling RPA workflow, finishes with integration and performance evaluation of the automation in test environment.

5.1 Analysis and solution design

As was previously discussed in the section 3, the current ticket routing systems at the case company has all features to be a candidate for RPA. After diving deeper into the problem, it was revealed that the most overloaded group for resolving the tickets is a 1st line support group. In order to increase the ticket processing speed and release the work force from the routine rule based duties it was decided to embed RPA robot into the process to automatically perform classification and assigning tickets which belong to the 1st line. The design of proposed solution is illustrated in figure 6.

![Diagram of proposed system](image)

Figure 2. Design of the proposed system

Initially, all the tickets incoming from different sources are assigned to the Customer Support 1st group. The functions of this group is validation of the information and further
routing of the tickets to the appropriate group based on the content of the problem. Tickets can be assigned directly to each of the groups and subgroups or they can be assigned from lower support line to upper line if during the processing it was revealed that the problem needs higher level of expertise. Due to the fact that 2nd and 3rd lines commonly require deeper analysis of the problem and obtaining more information it was decided that the robot will be automatically routing tickets only to the 1st line support and will leave other tickets to be analyzed by human operator.

After the ticket has been entered into the ITSM system, the first step that human operator would perform is detecting the language of the ticket and adding the related language code. As it was previously described, this kind of task is already automated by the robotic software. The most suitable place for incorporating ticket routing would be the step after language detection as it was determined that for the current solution only the tickets with the problems described in English would be chosen for the routing step. Figure 7 illustrates this process in more detail.
After language detection, software robot proceeds with information retrieval from the tickets whose language code is English. Then, the robot sends extracted textual data to the pre-trained machine learning model, which predicts the appropriate group for the ticket. If the ticket was classified to the 1st line support category, it would automatically be assigned to this group. In other case, no action would be performed and the ticket would be processed by human operator later and the robot continues searching for the next ticket.

5.2 Data collection and preprocessing

The first step to conduct the experience was data collection. Initially the database table containing around 200000 tickets with 280 columns was extracted. However not all the tickets were suitable for the purpose of experiment and the feature columns also had to be reduced. After interview session with experts it was revealed that the most important fields, which are taken into consideration for ticket routing, are “Service”, “Description” and “Detailed description”. The “Service” field describes the type of product the customer has an issue with. “Description” contains one sentence problem explanation and language code. This is equal to the email subject field if the issue was reported via email. “Detailed description” is actually the problem explanation, the email body text. If there were more than one email, all of them are appended to the “Detailed description” where the most recent email would be on the top. One more column of interest was “Assigned group” which is equal to the label that should be predicted. After filtering out the initial dataset by English language code, 48000 of tickets were remained.

The next step was data exploration that is the essential part of understanding the nature of the data and making decision about which features would play role in classification process and how to normalize the text. The example of the document in the dataset can be observed in figure 8.
As figure 8 shows, all four columns are represented in a textual format and needed to be transformed into numeric format in order to make classification possible. The noisiest data and the most valuable are contained in the “Detailed description” column. On the example document it can be observed that there are two emails that were send for the particular issue, however it could be even more emails, depending on the complexity of the problem. It was decided to extract only the first email because the issue is initially appeared in ITSM with the description from this email and should be classified based on its content.

On the other hand, extracting only the first email led to one more problem, the language of the initial request. The issue could be started from email conversation on a local language and, after obtaining more information, the issue is submitted into ITSM system with all previous conversation and continued in English. When this problem appeared on ITSM, the English language code would be added to the ticket. In order to prevent having the dataset with documents in multiple languages, such kind of tickets should be omitted.

The final preprocessing requirement is removing all unnecessary words and characters, which does not add any value in classification process. All emails, URLs, attach-
ment names, XML code, digit-number combinations, digits and punctuation characters were decided to be removed from the dataset. This was done using Python regular expressions, as illustrated on Listing 1.

```python
email_pattern = re.compile('^[a-zA-Z0-9._%+\-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9.-]+\.[a-z]{2,}\$')
non_letters = re.compile('[^A-Za-z]')
url_pattern = re.compile('((http|https):/\/[a-zA-Z0-9.-]+@[a-zA-Z0-9.-]+\.[a-zA-Z]{2,6})\$')
digit_number_pattern = re.compile('[0-9\-]+[a-zA-Z\-]+[0-9\-]+[a-zA-Z\-]+[0-9\-]+[a-zA-Z\-]+[0-9\-]+[a-zA-Z\-]+[0-9\-]+[a-zA-Z\-]+')
```

Listing 1. Defining regular expressions.

However, it was not obvious whether to apply elimination of common stop-words and stemming or not, as different researches claimed different results of this preprocessing step. Three different options: without stemming and removing stop-words, only removing stop-words, removing stop-words and stemming were tested with Naïve Bayes algorithm. The results can be observed on the figure 9.

![Figure 5. Accuracy performance depending on preprocessing options](image)

The experiment was conducted with the default parameters of Naïve Bayes algorithm. Figure 9 clearly shows that the best performance was achieved in the case where common stop-words were removed and stemming was not applied. Listing 2 illustrates the steps which were taken during the preprocessing step for normalizing “Detailed description” text.
def normalize_detailed_description(text):
    text = text.lower()
    text = re.sub(email_pattern, '', text)
    text = re.sub('[^A-Za-z\s]', '', text)
    text = re.sub('<.*?>.*?<.*?>', '', text)
    text = re.sub('<.*?>', '', text)
    text = re.sub(url_pattern, ' ', text)
    text = re.sub(digit_number_pattern, ' ', text)
    lines = text.splitlines()
    new_lines = []
    stop_flag = False
    for line in lines:
        if len(line) < 1: continue
        if 'subject:' in line:
            stop_flag = False
            del new_lines[:]
            continue
        if stop_flag == False:
            if line.startswith(lines_remove):
                continue
            if any(flag in line for flag in ending_flags):
                stop_flag = True
                continue
            new_lines.append(line)
    text = '\n'.join(new_lines)
    text = re.sub(non_letters, ' ', text)
    text = re.sub(custom_stopwords, ' ', text)
    text = ' '.join([word for word in text.split() if word not in set(stopwords.words('english')) and len(word) > 1])
    return text

Listing 2. Data preprocessing for detailed description.

After making text lower case and using regular expressions for removing undesired characters the text is spitted by lines and the logic inside the “for loop” is applied to extract needed portion from the email. The condition with the “subject” keyword allows taking only the last email from the conversation. If the line starts with the word from the list “lines_remove”, this line is skipped, for example: “Email from:”; “Send to:”; “Subject”, etc. The last condition uses “ending_flags” list to check where to stop appending the lines. This list contains most common words used to close the email, such as “thanks”, “best regards”, “rgds”, “thx”. All common phrases and contraction observed during data exploration were included into “ending_flags” list. In addition, the words used for greetings at the beginning of email in different languages were also added to the list in order to eliminate the emails with languages other than English. The last step of the function removes both custom stop words and common stop words from the Python “nltk” package.

After normalization, all three feature columns were merged into one and the target column with groups were converted into binary format, where the group of interest were
labeled as 1 and all other groups were labeled as 0. The last step of data preprocessing was dropping all the documents with empty values in their columns, which happened after applying preprocessing rules. Finally, the documents’ corpus was reduced to the size of 33464 documents, where 17363 tickets belong to class 0 and 16101 tickets belong to class 1.

5.3 Algorithm selection and evaluation

In order to train the classification algorithm, the textual data should be transformed into numeric format. “Bag-of-words” model was used to represent text as a feature vector. However, as discussed in the section two, features in vectors can be represented in different ways: Boolean, TF, TF/IDF. All three methods were evaluated using four supervised classification algorithms: logistic regression, linear SVM, random forest and Naive Bayes. Fivefold cross validation with accuracy score were used to measure the average performance of machine learning algorithms. In addition, it was discovered that the best performance for the current dataset was achieved using ngram range from 1 to 3. The figure 10 shows results obtained with Naive Bayes algorithm and different feature representations.

![Figure 6. Accuracy score of Naive Bayes algorithm with different vector representations](image)

It can be concluded from figure 10 that adding a three-gram range gives a significant increase in the accuracy of algorithm. All other algorithms gave the same performance, where three-gram range provided the best accuracy results.
The documents’ collection was split into 70% training and 30% testing datasets. Grid search method was used to obtain the best tuning parameters for the machine learning algorithms. Documents’ transformation into feature vectors was implemented using “TfidfVectorizer” class from the Python “sklearn” library. Main parameters that were tuned during the grid search were “ngram_range”, “use_idf”, “norm” and “binary”. Figure 11 shows the accuracy performance of four selected classification algorithms, where “ngram_range” parameter of “TfidfVectorizer” is set to (1, 3).

![Figure 7. Accuracy performances of classification algorithms](image)

From the figure 11 it can be concluded that linear SVM and logistic regression provided the best accuracy scores 84.2% and 84.1% respectively. Boolean vector representation in most cases presented better results compared to other methods. Comparing the training speed of classifiers, Naïve Bayes fit the data in 0.04 seconds, SVM – 1 second, logistic regression – 6.4 seconds, while random forest training, with 50 estimators and max depth 500, took around 30 minutes.

Due to the fact that accuracy performance difference between linear SVM and logistic regression was only 0.1%, the latter one was chosen to be the production model. The reason for that was the ability of logistic regression to provide probability of belonging to the particular class, while SVM predicts the score, which is difficult to interpret and to set up a confidence interval. The use of logistic regression allowed easily establish an appropriate threshold for class affiliation prediction.
In the current project it was important to achieve not only the best accuracy score but also the highest level of precision. In case the ticket that should be assigned to the class with label 1 was not classified correctly, later human operator would do it manually. However, if the ticket should not be assigned to the group with class label 1, but by misclassification was routed to this line, it would be reassigned back to the customer support group who makes initial filtering. Such kind of mistake would increase the processing speed and add unnecessary work for human operators.

With current level of accuracy 84.1% and precision score 82%, 8.9% of tickets were incorrectly routed to the 1st line support. In order to increase the precision of predictions, probability level for the classification to the 1st line group was set as 80%. If the classifier would not be at least 80% confident that the particular ticket should be routed to the 1st line category, this ticket would be left to be classified manually by human. Such kind of probability threshold allowed increasing of the precision level up to 88.8%, while the overall accuracy of predictions was decreased to 70%. Only 4% of tickets were incorrectly classified to the class 1, which is considered as acceptable level of error for the first version.

5.4 RPA implementation

The main challenge in RPA development is creating a robust, fault tolerance and scalable architecture. First of all, it means that the workflow should be able to handle possible exception and self-recover from the error state. Secondly, the process should be divided into logical sub-processes, which can contain both system unique and reusable components. UiPath Studio allows workflow organization in two different types: sequence and flowcharts. Flowcharts are mostly used for modeling complex architectures and provide best process visualization, while sequences serve as containers for multiple ordered steps without complex conditional logic. Figure 12 presents the highest level of the implemented RPA workflow, which is called “main” workflow.

Main flow consists of four major components or sub-processes: logging into system, searching for the tickets and extracting needed information, processing tickets and signing out from the system. There are no strict rules for designing process architecture, but in current implementation process was separated into components based on reusability and logical separation into smaller tasks.
As it is illustrated on the Figure 12, “ITSM_Login” and “System_ITSM_FinishProcess” were implemented as separate workflows, because logging into ITSM portal and signing out and closing browser can be used in other automations and the logic inside them always remains the same. “Read assets” is a complimentary sequence, which serves as a preparation step during which needed assets, such as credentials and searching string, are fetched from the Orchestrator platform. Assets can be compared to environment variables; they are stored in centralized location and can be modified without changing actual workflow.

The core logic of the process is contained in a loop between “Search tickets” and “Process ticket” sub-processes. The tickets are searched and processed one by one, if there would be no tickets found, the process would be completed. “Search tickets” component includes both searching ticket and extracting needed information from it,
which will be used in the next phase. This component was implemented as a sequence and part of it is represented in figure 13.

![Image showing the "Search tickets" sequence.](image)

Figure 9. "Search tickets" sequence.

The Robot, searches for the ticket using advanced search engine filled in with a searching query. After finding the ticket, it extracts information from ticket's fields: ticket id, summary, notes and service. This information is used in the next component for detecting the language of the issue and obtaining prediction for the handling team.

The implementation of “Process ticket” component is illustrated in figure 14. At the beginning of the workflow two if-else conditions used for checking whether text exists in summary or notes field. On the next step, the first 500 characters are used as an input for the Microsoft text analytics service via REST API request for language detection. The output of the request is string with the language code, which is appended at the beginning of the summary field. All the tickets with the English language code are handled by machine learning classifier. The text from the service, summary and notes fields is sent in the body of the POST request to the web server with the deployed machine learning model, which predicts the support group for the ticket.
All of the four components of the “main” workflow are wrapped by the try-catch block, which is used for handling exceptional situations. Exception handling was implemented in a such way that if the exception happened, the robot would start the same step from the beginning. The number of retries was set to three, which means that after the 3rd fail the exception will be thrown and the error message would be logged into monitoring system.

5.5 Integration and testing

Before running the automation in testing all of the components had to be properly configured to interact with each other. RPA automation was deployed on the Orchestrator, where was created and scheduled a process to run every five minutes on an unattended robot. A simple web server was created and deployed on AWS instance with ma-
A machine learning model for classification, triggered by POST request. Robot was configured to send log messages to Splunk monitoring tool, where further analysis and evaluation were performed.

After running the automation during several days, robot was able to process 637 tickets, which were analyzed by classification performance, which is illustrated in figure 15.

![Classification performance](image)

As figure 15 shows, the classifier was able to correctly route to the 1st line category 15.5% of all processed tickets, while 5% of them were incorrectly assigned to this group. The precision score of 1st line group assignment was estimated as 75.6% that is significantly lower comparing to the result on test data with 88.8% precision. With 80% probability confidence threshold the accuracy score was 74.7%. The algorithm was not able to categorize to the 1st line 129 tickets, which is 20.3% from total amount.

Measuring the speed of processing tickets by robot, it was revealed that on average it took 10 seconds to process one ticket. Comparing with human, who spends around 2 minutes for the same task, such kind of results provide a significant improvement in a tickets processing cycle. However, there is a huge prospect for improving the quality of the decision making in ticket’s routing.
6 Conclusion

The goal of the thesis was to discover the opportunities offered by emerging digital technologies, such as RPA and machine learning, and propose the solution for optimizing one of the Basware business processes. The implemented system provides automatic issue ticket classification and routing to the relevant support group. The automation allowed a significant increase in the tickets' processing speed, resulting in increased customer satisfaction. Also, the system facilitates the release of the human workforce from high volume and routine tasks. Human workers are able to concentrate on the processes where their professional expertise is adding value to the problem resolution.

This study proves that direct embedding of RPA into business workflows provides the ultimate flexibility in terms of triggers, logic, pre- and post-processing actions. Having access to large volumes of historical data allows application of machine learning for building decision making and prediction models. The symbiosis of RPA and machine learning evolves into intelligent process automation, which brings endless possibilities for driving savings and efficiencies achieved by powerful, sophisticated automation solutions.

The current implementation takes into account only a subset of all available data, which is based on the language. It seems that adding more language support for the classifier capabilities, essentially increases the robotics coverage of process volumes. Obtaining larger amount of data and applying more advanced machine learning methods, such as ensemble of algorithms or artificial neural networks, could shift the prediction accuracy on a higher level. Adding other customer support groups can be achieved with implementing a multi label classifier or sequential classification. However, it will add more complexity to the model and the trade-off between the accuracy and case coverage should be taken into consideration. Finally, the process itself could be expanded by including more sub-processes which now are handled by humans. These sub-processes can include data verification in the ticket and automatic attachment of the article with problem resolution. Machine learning algorithm can be trained to retrieve these articles from the companies' knowledgebase. Such kind of features would allow performing end-to-end robotic automation without human intervention in some cases.
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